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Abstract

Melatonin-based photoperiod time-measurement and circannual rhythm generation are long-term time-keeping systems used to regulate seasonal cycles in physiology and behaviour in a wide range of mammals including man. We summarise recent evidence that temporal, melatonin-controlled expression of clock genes in specific calendar cells may provide a molecular mechanism for long-term timing. The agranular secretory cells of the pars tuberalis (PT) of the pituitary gland provide a model cell-type because they express a high density of melatonin (mt1) receptors and are implicated in photoperiod/circannual regulation of prolactin secretion and the associated seasonal biological responses. Studies of seasonal breeding hamsters and sheep indicate that circadian clock gene expression in the PT is modulated by photoperiod via the melatonin signal. In the Syrian and Siberian hamster PT, the high amplitude \textit{Per1} rhythm associated with dawn is suppressed under short photoperiods, an effect that is mimicked by melatonin treatment. More extensive studies in sheep show that many clock genes (e.g. \textit{Bmal1}, \textit{Clock}, \textit{Per1}, \textit{Per2}, \textit{Cry1} and \textit{Cry2}) are expressed in the PT, and their expression oscillates through the 24-h light/darkness cycle in a temporal sequence distinct from that in the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nucleus (central circadian pacemaker). Activation of \textit{Per1} occurs in the early light phase (dawn), while activation of \textit{Cry1} occurs in the dark phase (dusk), thus photoperiod-induced changes in the relative phase of \textit{Per} and \textit{Cry} gene expression acting through PER/CRY protein/protein interaction provide a potential mechanism for decoding the melatonin signal and generating a long-term photoperiodic response. The current challenge is to identify other calendar cells in the central nervous system regulating long-term cycles in reproduction, body weight and other seasonal characteristics and to establish whether clock genes provide a conserved molecular mechanism for long-term time-keeping.

Long-term timers

Long-term timing mechanisms that allow organisms to anticipate environmental events months or years in advance and to optimise survival and reproductive success are widespread in nature. Cycles in gonadal activity, pelage moult, food intake, body weight and hibernation are familiar annual events in many mammals. The cycles are precisely timed such that the offspring are born at the most favourable season, or the animal is physiologically prepared in advance for the rigours of winter. The Syrian and Siberian hamster, Soay and Suffolk sheep, various ground squirrels, mink, arctic fox, black bear, Bennet's wallaby, red deer and rhesus monkey are some of the best studied species, and each has its specific set of timed adaptations. These well-known species derive from temperate and cold climates, but long-term cyclicity in reproduction is also a feature of mammals from the tropics. Here, the individuals in a population may be synchronised in their cycles of breeding and migration to anticipate the rainy season or to reduce predation (e.g. wildebeest, tropical fruit bats and lemurs), or asynchronous to reduce male sexual competition (e.g. male Asian and African elephant and tropical deer). In the case of the axis deer living close to the equator, males express a testicular cycle, and the associated overt antler cycle, with a periodicity of approximately a year, while each individual adopts its own timing. The tropical pattern persists even after the animals have been transferred to northern latitudes (e.g. to the London zoo) and bred for many generations (Loudon & Curlewis 1988, Lincoln et al. 1996a).
Two types of mechanisms are used by mammals for long-term timekeeping. The first - photoperiodism - registers the change in the annual cycle in daylength and translates this into the timed control of physiology and behaviour (Tamarkin et al. 1985). Photoperiodism generates timing through photoinduction which is a genetically programmed response to a change from short to long days, or vice versa. The associated process of photorefractoriness is also driven through this pathway and produces changes in physiology over weeks or months that may be a reversal of the initial response, producing a timed cycle. Both aspects allow for appropriate phasing of the animals’ biology to the sidereal year. The timing responses are illustrated in Fig. 1 for the photoperiodic regulation of prolactin secretion and consequent pelage moult cycle in the Siberian hamster and Soay sheep. Typically for most photoperiodic mammals,
long days (LD) activate prolactin release and a summer physiology, while short days (SD) suppress prolactin and produce a winter condition including the development of the denser insulating pelage. The Siberian hamster shows a characteristic refractory response to prolonged SD (termed SD refractoriness), with blood prolactin concentrations returning to summer values within 38 weeks, and the agouti, pigmented pelage redevelops despite the persistence of the short photoperiod (Bockers et al. 1997, Kuhlmann et al. 2003). Such refractory responses are adaptive in the wild because they allow the animal to begin to adopt a spring physiology before emerging from hibernation.

The second timing mechanism – circannual rhythm generation – is a notable feature in many long-lived animals that survive and breed over several seasons, and occurs in mammalian groups from all latitudes. These species express annual cycles in the wild, and continue to express circannual cyclicity when maintained indoors under constant conditions, often for many years or throughout life (Gwinner 1986, Woodfill et al. 1994). In some animals (e.g. hibernating ground squirrels, tropical fruit bats), the intrinsic circannual cycle predominates irrespective of photoperiod, while in others (e.g. sika deer, Suffolk sheep) both circannual timing and photoperiodism are combined to regulate seasonality. Here, the ambient photoperiod may dictate whether or not the long-term rhythms are expressed, and the development of photo-refractoriness under a constant photoperiod is indistinguishable from the start of the circannual cycle. This is evident in the long-term control of prolactin secretion in the sheep where LD are permissive to the expression of the circannual rhythm, and LD refractoriness is the first manifestation of the intrinsic rhythm under prolonged LD (Fig. 1). Consequently, the interval timer that underlies the development of photorefractoriness and the generation of the circannual rhythm may be the same, and represents the ancestral form of long-term timekeeping (Prendergast et al. 2002). This suggests a single basic molecular mechanism underlying circannual rhythm generation, as has been demonstrated so elegantly for circadian rhythm generation (Reppert & Weaver 2002).

In the case of circadian timing, this is generated endogenously by a cell autonomous mechanism involving a small number of core clock genes (about 12 genes identified currently) that interact to control their own transcription. In mammals, clock genes are expressed in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), where they form the basis for its circadian pacemaker function. The positive-drive to the daily clock is constituted by two, basic helix-loop-helix, PAS-domain containing transcription factor genes, called Clock and Bmal1. The protein products of these genes form heterodimeric complexes that control the transcription of other clock genes, notably three Period (Per1/Per2/Per3) genes and two Cryptochrome (Cry1/ Cry2) genes, which in turn provide the negative feedback signal that shuts down the Clock/Bmal drive to complete the circadian cycle. Other clock genes provide additional negative and positive transcriptional/translational feedback loops to form the rest of the core clockwork, which has been characterised in rodents by a transgenic gene-deletion methodology. Clock gene expression oscillates because of the delay in the feedback loops, regulated in part by phosphorylation of the clock proteins that control their stability, nuclear re-entry and transcription complex formation. Clock genes are expressed in many other neural and peripheral tissues in a tissue-specific fashion, often with unknown function. Critical to the current review, clock genes are expressed in tissues involved in long-term timekeeping (Fig. 2).

**Melatonin signalling and calendar cells**

In mammals, photoperiodism depends on the way the pineal gland transduces photoperiod into a 24-h melatonin signal, and how melatonin duration is decoded in melatonin-responsive tissues that govern specific aspects of seasonal physiology and behaviour (Lincoln 1999, Goldman 2001). In this sensory/neuroendocrine relay (Fig. 2), light acts exclusively through photoreceptor cells in the retina to control melatonin production by two different mechanisms. First, periodic light stimuli every 24 h act to entrain the circadian clockwork of the SCN, and to shape the waveform of clock genes and electro-physiological activity of SCN neurons (Sumova et al. 1995, Nuesslein-Hildesheim et al. 2000). The SCN regulates the timing of diurnal rhythms of activity/sleep, body temperature, pituitary activity and many other aspects of daily rhythmicity, as well as the nocturnal-associated release of melatonin. Secondly, light inhibits melatonin release irrespective of circadian time, via a retinal–hypothalamic–sympathetic innervation to the pinealocytes and the control of the rate-limiting enzyme N-acetyltransferase (NAT) (Klein et al. 1997). These two controls dictate that melatonin is secreted only at night, and that the duration of melatonin release varies quantitatively with nightlength, and therefore daylength. In photoperiodic rodents the SCN appears to govern the shape of the encoding melatonin signal through the transcriptional control of NAT (Illnerova & Sumova 1997), whereas in ungulates the masking effect of light, through light-induced degradation of NAT, is more important (Picazo & Lincoln 1995, Stehle et al. 2001). Melatonin is secreted into the peripheral blood and cerebral spinal fluid where the highest concentrations occur (Malpaux et al. 2001). The lipophilic nature of melatonin ensures that all tissues receive an endocrine index of time of day (phase of increased melatonin concentrations) and time of year (duration of increased melatonin concentrations – long in winter and short in summer).

The decoding of the changes in melatonin signal duration that govern seasonal physiology depends on
specialised melatonin target cells in the brain, pituitary gland and perhaps in peripheral tissues. These cells are required to express high affinity melatonin receptors to register the systemic signal, and to discriminate between short (6–10 h) and long (12–16 h) daily exposure to melatonin. The ‘duration sensors’ are here termed calendar cells because they have both the machinery to register changes in signal duration and to generate a long-term physiological and/or behavioural response (Fig. 2b).

To date, the best characterised calendar cells are the agranular, secretory cells of the pars tuberalis (PT) of the pituitary gland, implicated in the seasonal regulation of prolactin secretion and its dependent physiology. Prolactin secretion is increased under LD (summer) and decreased...
under SD (winter), as described above, and contributes to the seasonal regulation of the moult cycle, food intake and energy metabolism, gonadal activity, pregnancy, lactation and/or delayed implantation, across a variable spectrum of mammalian species. The PT cells that register the melatonin signal are thought to dictate the secretion of prolactin from the lactotrophs in the pars distalis, through the production of prolactin releasing factors (tuberalins) that function as paracrine regulators within the pituitary gland (Hazlerigg et al. 1996, Morgan et al. 1996). In vitro studies in the Syrian hamster indicate that PT tuberalins are up-regulated under LD, down-regulated under SD, and can be suppressed by melatonin (Stirland et al. 2001, Johnston et al. 2003).

Decoding the melatonin signal in the PT calendar cell

The importance of the PT was first recognised based on its high density binding of $^{125}$I iodomelatonin in sheep and hamster, higher that in any other tissue, and because of its strategic location at the interface between the median eminence and the pituitary gland (Morgan et al. 1994). Subsequently, the PT has been adopted as a model system to investigate the molecular mechanisms involved in decoding melatonin signal duration and long-term timing (Morgan 2000, Hazlerigg et al. 2001). This rests on the ability to readily manipulate PT cells in vitro using primary cell cultures from animals set up on specific photoperiods, and the ability to study the long-term PT–control of prolactin secretion in vitro using hypothalamo–pituitary disconnected (HPD) sheep where the complications of direct inputs from the hypothalamus are removed (see below). Also, there has been notably little progress in identifying the phenotype of other melatonin target/calendar cells in the mediobasal hypothalamus (MBH), that regulate seasonal gonadotrophin secretion and the reproductive axis, or the seasonal food intake, body weight, and energy balance axes (Morgan & Mercer 2002).

Melatonin acts through the high affinity melatonin mt1 receptor expressed on the surface of PT cells, and suppresses forskolin-induced cAMP accumulation by the inhibition of adenylyl cyclase (Hazlerigg et al. 1993, Reppert et al. 1994). This produces a dose–dependent decline in a range of cAMP-dependent processes including activation of protein kinase A, phosphorylation of cAMP response element binding protein, production of inducible cAMP early repressor (ICER) (McNulty et al. 1994), and the induction of the early response gene protein, c-fos. These effects are induced by picomolar concentrations of melatonin in the physiological range, and are essentially immediate. Notably for duration decoding, prolonged exposure to melatonin over periods of 8 or 16 h in order to mimic more closely the physiological profiles of melatonin, causes duration–dependent changes in the sensitivity of the intracellular signalling response. This occurs as a progressive increase in forskolin–induced cAMP accumulation in the face of constant melatonin, and a decrease in the inhibitory response to a second exposure to melatonin 8–16 h later. This indicates that melatonin may act through a cAMP sensitization/desensitization mechanism to decode the melatonin signal duration in vivo to regulate the output response (Hazlerigg et al. 1993; von Gall et al. 2002).

The measurement of the 24-h patterns of expression of two acute inducible genes (Per1 and ICER) in the PT and SCN by in situ hybridisation and immunocytochemistry has provided more definitive information on the regulation by melatonin (Morgan et al. 1998, Messager et al. 1999). These studies have been carried out in sheep and Syrian and Siberian hamsters housed under both LD and SD to provide contrasting phenotypes. The results show that Per1 and ICER expression in the PT varies markedly throughout the 24-h LD cycle, with peak expression for both genes in the early light phase after the decline in melatonin secretion (ZT3, where ZT0=time of lights on). The amplitude of this daytime peak significantly increases under long photoperiods; on short photoperiods the Per1 rhythm is either reduced in amplitude or suppressed completely in the Siberian hamster within 12 weeks (Messager et al. 2000), and in the Syrian hamster within 28 weeks (Johnston et al. 2003). This contrasts with the waveform of gene expression in the SCN, where photoperiod regulates the duration rather than the amplitude of expression (Messager et al. 2000, Johnston et al. 2003). The PT pattern of gene expression is causally regulated by the diurnal melatonin rhythm because an injection of melatonin before lights-on blocks, or delays, the morning increase in Per1 and ICER gene expression in the PT. Expression of Per1 in the PT is absent in pinealectomised animals (Messager et al. 2001) and also in strains of mice which lack melatonin (von Gall et al. 2002). Thus, it is likely that activation of gene expression at dawn represents a dis-inhibition response due to melatonin withdrawal. Other studies indicate that melatonin sensitises the PT cell to the stimulatory effect of adenosine, positively regulating the intracellular responses in the light phase (von Gall et al. 2002). This shows that the nocturnal melatonin signal induces both inhibitory and stimulatory effects through cAMP signalling, resulting in a different output according to signal duration under long and short photoperiods. Overall, the results are consistent with a decoder based on amplitude of gene expression (Fig. 3a).

Clock genes and clockwork in the PT calendar cell

The initial studies that measured the 24-h patterns of Per1 gene expression in the PT used the Period gene as an example of a rapidly inducible gene, rather than a
component of a circadian clockwork mechanism as described in the SCN. Most recently, the expression profiles for multiple clock genes (Bmal1, Clock, Per1, Per2, Cry1, Cry2, Ck1ε) have been determined for the ovine PT in animals exposed to both long and short photoperiods (Lincoln et al. 2002). This study showed that all the selected clock genes were expressed in the PT with a high amplitude pattern of rhythmicity irrespective of...
photoperiod. However, photoperiod markedly affects the relative timing of clock gene expression in the PT. Here, peak expression of the Period genes \((Per1\) and \(Per2\)) occurs in the early light phase (ZT 3–7), as seen in seasonal rodents, while the peak in expression of the Cryptochrome genes \((Cry1\) and \(Cry2\)) occurs in the dark phase under both long and short photoperiods. These changes were closely correlated with the blood concentrations of melatonin, with the activation of \(Per1\) associated with the decline in melatonin after lights-on, and the activation of \(Cry1\) associated with the increase in melatonin after lights-off. The temporal control of the \(Per\) is consistent with a di-phased inhibition mechanism, while the control of the \(Cry\) genes is locked to dawn, and the activation of \(Cry1\) may implicate a stimulatory genomic action of melatonin presumably involving a different intracellular relay. The causal link between melatonin onset and \(Cry\) activation is further supported by the most recent observation that a delay in the timing of lights-out by 8 h suppresses melatonin and produces an immediate delay in the peak in \(Cry1\) expression.

The differential regulation of \(Per\) and \(Cry\) genes now provides an alternative phase control mechanism for decoding melatonin duration in the target tissue (Fig. 3b). Because the activation of \(Per\) genes is locked to dawn, and the activation of \(Cry\) genes is locked to dusk, the \(Per/Cry\) interval \(\eta\) varies directly with photoperiod. In the SCN, the protein products of these genes are known to form heterodimeric complexes that accumulate in the cytoplasm, before gaining entry into the nucleus to regulate transcription of target genes (Kume et al. 1999). No similar studies have been carried out in the PT, but the presumption is that melatonin regulation of the \(Per/Cry\) interval in the PT will affect the daily maximum concentration of \(PER/CRY\) heterodimers, and thus the transcriptional control of downstream genes specific to the function of the PT cell (Fig. 3b).

Interval timer/circannual rhythm generator in the PT calendar cell

Comprehensive in vivo studies in HPD sheep provide further evidence that there is an interval timer and/or circannual rhythm generator within the PT (Lincoln & Clarke 1994, 1997, 2000). In the HPD animal, the pituitary gland is physically isolated from the hypothalamus by the surgical removal of the arcuate nucleus and destruction of the median eminence (Clarke et al. 1983, Lincoln et al. 2001). The superior hypophysial artery is retained to support a viable pituitary gland. This includes the PT that continues to express melatonin receptors (Williams et al. 1997), and the pars distalis/pars intermedia with all the secretory cell types that become more or less active, according to the nature of the neural control operating in the intact animal (Lincoln & Richardson 1998).

The HPD operation blocks the photoperiodic control of all pituitary functions with the exception of the regulation of prolactin secretion. Thus, HPD sheep specifically express long-term cycles in blood concentrations of prolactin in response to changes in photoperiod — increased under LD and decreased under SD, a pattern remarkably similar in timing and amplitude to intact controls (Lincoln & Clarke 1997, 2000). Treatments with systemic, constant-release implants of melatonin readily inhibit prolactin release in HPD sheep, and mimic the effects of SD (Lincoln et al. 1996a). These responses occur despite pharmacological evidence that both the hypothalamic dopamine and noradrenaline systems, that normally provide prolactin homeostasis, are no longer functioning in the HPD animal (Lincoln & Clarke 2002). Because melatonin receptors are still expressed at high density in the PT, and apparently not by lactotrophs (Williams et al. 1997), and because HPD animals have normal 24-h melatonin profiles (Lincoln & Clarke 2000, Lincoln et al. 2003a), it is inferred that photoperiod dictates the pattern of melatonin release into the peripheral blood, and this signal acts in the PT to indirectly govern long-term prolactin secretion.

These studies also support the hypothesis that there is a free-running annual timer operating in the ovine PT. Exposure of HPD sheep to prolonged constant photoperiod or to constant-release implants of melatonin for 48 weeks, results in a progressive cycle in prolactin secretion (Lincoln & Clarke 1997, 2000). This is most conspicuous in HPD animals transferred from SD to prolonged LD, where there is an initial phase of increasing blood concentrations of prolactin until week 8–12 (photoinduction), followed by a gradual decline to a nadir at week 32–36 (photorefractoriness), and then a subsequent reactivation (evidence of a circannual timer). The timing was strikingly similar between individuals (Lincoln & Clarke 2000). The measurement of melatonin confirmed that the 24-h melatonin signal was constant throughout the period of LD. Since the control of prolactin is assumed to reside in the PT in the HPD model, the conclusion is that the PT cell acts as an interval timer. Blockade of prolactin secretion for 12 weeks in HPD sheep under constant LD did not alter the long-term timekeeping, supporting the concept that the timer resides in the PT calendar cell rather than the lactotroph cells (Lincoln et al. 2003a). Moreover, current experiments in HPD sheep demonstrate that cycles in prolactin secretion continue to oscillate with a period of 10–12 months under constant LD (Lincoln et al. 2003b; G A Lincoln, unpublished results) providing the first clear evidence that the PT cell is capable of circannual rhythm generation.

In vitro studies in the Syrian hamster pituitary lend further weight to an argument for an intrinsic timer in the PT. Co-culture of PT tissue with lactotroph cells drives prolactin gene transcription and prolactin secretion, with augmented secretion of tuberulins when tissue is derived...
from long photoperiod-exposed animals (Stirland et al. 2001). In short photoperiod-derived tissue, tuberulin activity is low following 12 weeks of SD, but in tissue derived from short day refractory animals (28 weeks short photoperiod exposure), tuberulin activity is again increased to LD levels, despite the fact that this tissue has been exposed to persistent SD melatonin signals (Johnston et al. 2003). Thus, the spontaneous reactivation of the endocrine axis in vivo is mimicked in vitro in terms of changed tuberulin secretion from this melatonin target site. A parallel phenomenon has been observed in Siberian hamster PT cells, where the spontaneous reactivation of the lactotrophs under prolonged SD is preceded by an increase in common α-subunit mRNA and protein in the PT (Bockers et al. 1997).

**Location of other calendar cells involved in long-term timekeeping**

Different types of calendar cells strategically placed in the brain, pituitary gland and possibly elsewhere are thought to control discrete components of seasonal physiology, and generate the system-specific timing characteristics. This concept is summarised in Fig. 4. For the prolactin axis, the calendar cell in the PT is in close proximity to the effector – the lactotroph. The prolactin product acts systemically in multiple target tissues to produce the overt biological responses, and acts at the level of the hypothalamus to provide homeostatic control. The very rapid response time of a few days between a switch in photoperiod or manipulation of melatonin, and an initial change in prolactin secretion (Lincoln et al. 1978) is consistent with this direct control between the PT and the lactotroph. This relay is relatively simple and may be shared as an ancestral mechanism across all seasonal mammalian species (Hinds & Loudon 1997, Lincoln 1999).

For the seasonal control of the gonadotrophin/gonadal axis, the timer cells appear to be located in the brain and not the pituitary gland (Fig. 4b). This is deduced from experimental studies of the effects of stereotoxic lesions and/or the localised administration of melatonin in specific sites in the hypothalamus. For example, in the Syrian hamster electrolytic lesions in the melanin binding area of the dorsal MBH, but not in other hypothalamic sites, block the photoperiodic control of testicular activity, and render animals unresponsive to programmed infusions of melatonin (Maywood & Hastings 1995). In sheep, microimplants placed in the MBH, but not in the preoptic area, lateral hypothalamus or pituitary gland, activate gonadotrophin secretion in animals maintained under LD (Lincoln & Maeda 1992a,b, Malpaux et al. 1995, 1998); here, the premamillary hypothalamus is regarded as the site generating the photoperiodic response and, specifically, the serotonin 2A receptor system in this area varies with seasonal changes in LH pulsatility (Chemineau et al. 2003). Cerebral microimplants of melatonin placed in different regions of the brain in the Siberian hamster have also been shown to cause a local photorefractory response while leaving other centres still melatonin responsive, indicating that melatonin acts at several locations in the hypothalamus to govern the reproductive axis (Freeman & Zucker 2001). The phenotype of the reproductive timer cells has not been identified in any species, but dopaminergic and/or opioidergic (pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC)) neurones are likely candidates (Goodman et al. 2002, Lincoln 2002, Thiery et al. 2002). These are thought to modulate the release of gonadotrophin releasing hormone (GnRH) from the hypothalamus and thus control gonadotrophin secretion and the gonadal axis. Homeostasis is provided by the feedback effects of gonadal steroids and inhibin-like peptides acting at the level of both the hypothalamus and the pituitary gland (Tilbrook et al. 1999). The photoperiodic control of the reproductive axis is characterised by slow response times of many weeks, unlike the fast prolactin responses, which presumably reflects the more complex neuroendocrine relay and the clamping inhibitory effects of gonadal steroid hormones (Lincoln 1999, Billings et al. 2002). Differences in the hypothalamic neural network that provides the time-keeping may account for the wide spectrum of species differences, whereby the initial photoinductive effect of LD (short daily melatonin signal) is stimulatory to GnRH/ gonadotrophin secretion in LD breeders, but inhibitory in SD breeders.

The clear difference in the timer cells controlling gonadotrophin and prolactin secretion is well illustrated by studies on the effects of thyroidecctomy in sheep and deer (Anderson & Barrell 1998, Billings et al. 2002). Removal of the thyroid markedly affects the photoinduction/ refractory responses for the control of gonadotrophin secretion, but with no effect on prolactin cyclicity. This fits with the view that the timer for the reproductive axis, unlike that for prolactin, is neurally based and linked to the effectors through synaptic relays that are thyroxine dependent.

The time-keeping mechanisms underlying the long-term regulation of cycles in body weight and energy balance are the least resolved (Fig. 4c). The general consensus from studies in rodents and sheep is that the timers for the control of body weight and energy balance reside in the hypothalamus, and are multiple. In sheep, the expression of the appetite regulatory peptides, neuropeptide Y (NPY) and agouti related protein (AGRP) in the arcuate nucleus, and orexin in the lateral hypothalamus, are modulated by photoperiod consistent with a role in the seasonal control of food intake and body weight (Archer et al. 2002, Clarke et al. 2003). The administration of melatonin locally in the MBH in sheep under LD, phase-shifts the body weight cycle (Lincoln & Maeda 1992b), and lesion of the arcuate nucleus blocks both the photoperiodic and homeostatic control of voluntary food
intake and body weight (Lincoln et al. 2001). In the small seasonal hamster models, the regulatory centres of the ventral hypothalamus do not appear to be critically involved in seasonal weight regulation, and leptin feedback does not provide a key component in seasonal weight regulation (Rousseau et al. 2003). Sympathetic nervous system control of fat storage sites and thermoregulatory centres may be more important than the hypothalamic centres (Bartness et al. 2002). The melatonin-responsive cells of the SCN are also implicated, as lesions in the SCN of Siberian hamsters block melatonin-induced changes in lipogenesis (Bittman et al. 1991). Seasonal and circannual cycles in body weight are notably slow to respond to changes in photoperiod (Loudon 1994), consistent with regulation involving a highly interactive set of control systems (Fig. 4c).
Generalised model for long-term timing

The current literature allows us to present a generalised hypothesis for control of photoperiodism and circannual rhythm generation in mammals. This can be summarised by the following conjecture.

Long-term time keeping is dependent on calendar cells strategically located in the brain and pituitary gland that regulate specific components of physiology and behaviour. These calendar cells have different functional phenotypes according to the neural/endocrine system they modulate. The presence of separate multiple seasonal timers which respond to a common melatonin signal is consistent with the observed dissociation in the timing of long-term cycles in prolactin and gonadotrophin secretion following surgery (Lee & Zucker 1991) or under a constant melatonin signal (Karsch et al. 1989), and in the circannual control of cycles in gonadal activity and body weight under prolonged constant photoperiod (Pengelly & Amundson 1974).

The calendar cells express a full complement of clock genes that provide the molecular basis of the long-term timer. Distinct from the circadian rhythm generator mechanism, this involves the amplitude and/or phase control of the 24-h rhythms in specific clock genes (e.g. Pers and Cry1), where the products form protein–protein complexes that regulate the transcription of a cascade of early response and late response genes, to govern cellular physiology. Calendar cells can be driven by melatonin, or can oscillate between active and inactive states to dictate the long-term cycles in physiology and behaviour.

The timing mechanism in the calendar cell controls the phenomena of photoinduction, photofractoriness and (in long-lived species) circannual rhythm generation – seen to represent a continuum. The internal coincidence model predicts that the phase-control of clock genes is the critical mechanism for timekeeping, and photoinduction occurs when a change in melatonin signal duration causes a corresponding change in the relative phase of clock gene expression at a target tissue (e.g. relative timing of peak expression of Per and Cry). The degree of coincidence affects the state of the calendar cell that, in turn, is reflected in altered downstream physiology.

Two distinct hypotheses arise, namely: model A, clock genes in calendar cells have been co-opted to produce a photoperiodic/circannual timer; or model B, clock genes cycles simply report the ambient melatonin rhythm, and separate genetic pathways regulate the downstream seasonal response (see Fig. 5). In the first, photofractoriness may represent uncoupling of the molecular clockwork from control by melatonin signal, such that circannual rhythms may be generated by intrinsically regulated changes in the relative phases of clock gene expression. Here, the prediction is that clock gene expression in calendar cells will reflect the photofractory state, or the phase of the circannual cycle, and not the ambient melatonin signal (Fig. 5, model A). Recent studies in PT Per1 expression in photofractory Syrian hamsters suggest that this may not be the case in this species as Per1 exhibits an invariant low amplitude profile on SD refractory hamsters (Johnston et al. 2003), but more clock components need to be investigated. In the second model (Fig. 5, model B), the long-term timing mechanism operates as a consequence of the history of repeated exposure to cycles of clock genes (or some other index of time), but the timer is not directly driven by alterations in the phase and/or amplitude of the circadian clock gene complex itself. In both cases, the possibility of a single common mechanism underlying photoperiodism and circannual rhythm generation is consistent with many observations. Notably, circannual rhythms are entrained by photoperiod/melatonin in many mammals, and the development of photofractoriness merges into the expression of a circannual rhythmicity (Lee & Zucker 1991, Martinet et al. 1992, Woodfill et al. 1994). The circannual rhythm may be evident under only a restricted range of constant photoperiods (Goss 1977, Howles et al. 1982). In the HPD sheep model, photoinduction, photofractoriness and circannual rhythm generation are features expressed under constant LD, indicating that the key aspects of long-term time keeping may be regulated within a single melatonin target tissue, and potentially at the level of one calendar cell (e.g. Lincoln et al. 2003b).

Irrespective of whether clock genes are involved in the direct control (model A), or the timing (model B), photofractory and circannual timers must necessitate the interaction with other genetic mechanisms that govern very long time intervals. This requires slow, incremental regulation by genes over many months, akin perhaps to the molecular mechanisms that control embryonic development organogenesis, and aging (Murphy et al. 2003). In such a gene hierarchy, clock genes may therefore be key elements on the input pathway, but the search for the true long-term time keeping genes has still to begin.

Humans express all elements of photoperiodism and circannual rhythm generation, albeit in a relatively weak fashion compared with many non-primate species (Roenneberg & Aschoff 1990, Wehr 2001). In man, the cyclicity is revealed as seasonal cycles in birth season, incidence of twinning, semen quality, carbohydrate metabolism and weight gain, and notably as behavioural traits of clinical importance including seasonal affective disorder and bulimia nervosa (Wehr & Rosenthal 1989, Blouin et al. 1992, Wirz-Justice et al. 2001). Predictably, calendar cells with specific peptide and/or neurotransmitter relays function in the human brain and impact on all our lives.

These generalised statements can now be tested. The challenge is to identify the putative calendar cells that selectively control the overt cycles in reproduction, food intake, fat deposition and other characteristics, and to measure the expression profiles for a full complement of clock genes, as well as their proteins, in these specific cells. The formation of PER/CRY complexes and the
transcriptional control can be investigated. *Ex-vivo* models may be developed of pituitary explants or other tissues that differentially respond to changes in melatonin duration and in which individual clock genes can be neutralised by RNA interference, to assess the effect on the output responses. The overall aim would be to develop a unifying hypothesis for the operation of clock genes, and determine whether, as proposed in this review, the set of interactive genes originally evolved to form a circadian timer has also been co-opted in long-lived animals to produce a photoperiod/circannual timer.
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